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pure polish
shine emollient
Finishing gloss to control frizz and flyaways with
exceptional shine and softness without greasiness.

straightening balm
smoothing blow dry cream
Dual purpose cream with conditioning benefits and 
leave-in frizz control. Hair is soft and movable without 
a stiff or tacky feeling.

elevate
firm workable finishing spray
Leaves hair movable and touchable without a stiff or 
sticky feel. Protects color from fading.

uplift
extra firm finishing spray
Maximum hold for long lasting style retention. Locks 
out humidity, reduces frizz and protects against 
color fading.

piece works
defining fiber paste
Provides pliable hold with strong, lasting control. 
Humidity resistant formula tames frizz and creates 
definition while building texture and shape.

gloss
dry shine spray
Achieve beautiful, high-gloss shine, nourishment and 
frizz-control on any finished style without adding 
moisture or weight.

retain
heat styling spray
Applied to dry hair prior to hot tools. Provides 
frizz protection, helps prevent color fadeage and 
enhances shine.

fixation
styling wax
Provides medium to firm hold, creates texture and 
separation with added shine.

euforastyle
why fit in when you can stand out
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euforastyle
if they’re going to stare, make it worthwhile

thermal defense prep
heat damage protectant
Multi-benefit prep spray protects from heat damage 
and breakage. Provides thermal protection from blow 
dryer and hot tools up to 428 °F (220 °C) degrees.

boost
root lifting spray
Provides lasting volume at the root. Fine and flat hair 
looks and feels thicker and fuller.

details
dry spray wax
Creates exceptional texture and dimension. Versatile 
wet/dry styling and finishing.

tame
light hold frizz control finishing spray
For a flexible, brushable finish. Protects hair from 
UVA and UVB exposure. Adds just a hint of shine 
while leaving hair touchably soft.

behave
lightweight styling cream
Adds perfect control to any style. Enhance curl and 
wave. Define layers. Control frizz.

firm mist
workable finishing spray
Fast drying spray ideal for setting, sculpting and 
finishing. Easily brushable for restyling. Resists 
humidity with anti-static, high hold style retention.

powder lift
boosting powder
Creates volume and separation at the root. Ionic 
Repulsion Technology helps achieve instantly thicker, 
fuller looking hair.
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euforastyle
confidence is its own style statement

illuminate
shine mist
Adds moisture, eliminates frizz and enhances luster. 
Blend with sculpture for Color Locking System™ 
benefits.

sculpture
light styling glaze
Delivers soft hold. Adds body, manageability and 
control during the blow dry. Helps reduce frizz and 
static flyaways. Blend with illuminate for Eufora 
Color Locking System™ benefits.

forming cream
shaping balm
Leaves hair touchable and shiny. Anti-humidity 
formula provides ultimate frizz protection with 
medium hold.

full effect
dry texturing spray
Creates abundant texture and fullness with staying 
power. Anti-frizz formula with color protection.

formation
styling foam
Perfect for sculpting, volumizing and texturizing. 
Helps protect from sun damage and color fading.
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essentials
beauty must-haves

fresh effect
dry shampoo
Zero-weight spray absorbs excess oil and odor, 
leaving hair brushable and touchably soft. Helps 
protect hair against UV damage. Provides a natural 
finish to 2nd day hair.

conceal
root touch up
Lightweight temporary root touch up powder to 
instantly blend unwanted grey and regrowth. Leaves 
a natural finish with zero mess. Lasts until it is 
shampooed out. Available in Blonde, Auburn, Brown, 
Dark Brown and Black.

microfiber towel
Absorbs moisture to help eliminate frizz and define curls.
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smooth’n
smooths frizzy, unruly hair

frizz control shampoo
Gentle cleansing that offers ultimate frizz control and 
humidity protection to smooth and seal the cuticle.

frizz control conditioner
Extra moisturizing formulation helps eliminate 
frizz and leaves hair silky, shiny and smooth after 
just one use.

oil therapy
Non-greasy, frizz-fighting formula to nourish and 
protect the cuticle. Seals in moisture and provides 
maximum shine without added weight.
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curl’n
take control of curls & waves

enhancing shampoo
Designed to enhance curl and waves. Restores 
moisture for shiny, healthy, bouncy curl and wave.

enhancing conditioner
Nutrient-rich daily conditioner for lively, frizz-free 
and manageable curls.

perfect curl activator
Dual-purpose wet and dry formula for ultimate 
thermal protection and frizz-free curl retention. 
Revitalizes second day lifeless curls. Combats 
unwanted odors.

defining solution
Light styling foam to enhance and define curly hair. 
Tames frizziness and fights humidity. Provides hold 
without crunch.
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volume
up to 64% more volume

volumizing shampoo
Restores body to thin, fine and lifeless hair without 
creating dryness. Unique blend of proteins, 
vitamins and botanical extracts for weightless 
long-lasting body.

daily balance conditioner
Protein, vitamins and botanical technology 
moisturizes and adds body without adding weight.

volume fusion spray
Prep and styling spray adds body and fullness to 
fine, thin and lifeless hair. Provides excellent lift and 
control while keeping hair moveable and touchable.
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nourish
replenishing solutions for all hair types

hydrating shampoo
Lightweight moisturizing shampoo, replenishes 
dry and stressed hair. Imparts softness shine and 
manageability. For normal to dry hair.
 

deep moisture cleanse
Gentle cleansing shampoo with extra moisturizing 
benefits. Restores softness and manageability to 
coarse, dry, or damaged hair.

urgent repair shampoo
Detoxifying shampoo removes impurities and 
buildup caused by products, metals, chemicals, 
minerals and environmental pollutants. Restores 
vitality and color vibrancy.

moisture solution conditioner
Daily conditioner that delivers an intense dose of 
moisture benefits to the hair. Restores softness, 
shine and manageability.

urgent repair treatment
Intensive protein-rich restructuring and replenishing 
treatment. Restores moisture and vitality to dry, 
stressed and damaged hair. Helps soothe scalp 
irritation.

leave-in hydration
Protein-rich, leave-in moisturizing treatment for 
hydration and frizz control without added weight. 
Protects hair from heat styling and environmental 
stresses including sun damage.
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nourish
replenishing solutions for all hair types

fortifi keratin repair
Protein-rich, restructuring solution for weak, brittle and 
damaged hair. Weightless formula brings life back to 
damaged hair while increasing strength and elasticity.

beautifying serum
Non-greasy, lightweight and fast absorbing serum 
delivers superb moisture, softness and shine with 
antioxidant rich oils.

urgent repair hand cream
Nourishing hand treatment delivers immediate and 
long-lasting moisture. Helps to soothe and repair 
dry, rough skin.
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aloetherapy
cleanse & soothe hair and body

soothing hair-body cleanse
Gentle cleansing for hair and body. Calms and 
soothes sensitive skin and scalp. Hair is left feeling 
soft, light and purified.

soothing conditioner
Gentle daily conditioner that rebalances moisture. 
Calms and soothes the scalp and keeps hair soft.

moisture mist for hair and body
Leave-on mist to deliver instant softness and 
hydration from head to toe. Improves hair condition 
and manageability. Leaves skin feeling rehydrated 
and refreshed.

soothing body moisturizer
Non-greasy, replenishing botanical moisturizer that 
delivers advanced nutrients to rebalance, soothe and 
calm. Keeps skin soft.
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beautifying
elixirs

strengthen & repair fragile 
or chemically treated hair

bodifying shampoo and 
conditioner
Rejuvenating formulas to help repair dry, brittle and 
damaged fine hair. Delivers soft body and bounce.

moisture intense shampoo
and conditioner
Rejuvenating formulas help repair dry, brittle 
and damaged hair. Delivers soft, smooth and 
moisturized hair with shine.

moisture masque
Reparative formula restores critical moisture 
loss from heat styling, professional services and 
environmental stresses. Leaves hair soft, shiny and 
touchable without adding weight.

replenishing treatment
More powerful than a daily conditioner. Lighter than 
a weekly masque. Ideal for all hair types. Restores 
dry, brittle and damaged hair to look and feel soft, 
silky, moveable and touchable.
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beautifying
elixirs

strengthen & repair fragile 
or chemically treated hair

leave-in repair treatment
A leave-in moisturizer, detangler, frizz-fighter, heat 
styling and color protector in one easy step..

elixirONE
Hair perfecting potion syncs with the hair to create 
unprecedented movement and incredible shine on 
all hair types.

color revive
Color Enhancing Treatments that deliver exceptional 
vibrancy, shine and conditioning benefits. Ideal for 
an in-between, at home color refreshing treatment. 
Shampoo. Revive. Condition.
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thickening
30 days to thicker, fuller hair

cleansing treatment
Antioxidant enriched shampoo creates an optimal 
scalp environment for healthy hair growth.

conditioning treatment
Thicker, fuller looking hair with healthy shine and 
silky softness.

scalp treatment
Leave-in treatment with the maximum amount of
ProAmino Cell Complex™ to nourish, protect and 
deliver essential nutrients for a healthy scalp 
environment.

thickening serum
A styling solution that delivers the appearance of 
thicker, fuller hair.
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NATURAL 
ATTRACTION

It makes sense in this new wellness age to embrace  
more earth conscious beauty and less artificial junk-filled stuff.  

Here’s the good news…. Since the company’s founding,  
Eufora has embraced a people and planet 

 friendly philosophy that includes fair trade practices and  
plant-based formulas. When it comes to beauty,  

it just comes naturally to us!
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Eufora formulations
harness the power of

more than 100
unique plant and flower 
extracts, essential oils,

vitamins and natural aromas.
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PEOPLE &
PLANET  FRIENDLY

Eufora products meet the most rigorous standards in formulation, 
utilizing over 100 different natural plant extracts and essential oils, 

all classified as renewable resources and considered biodegradable.

Eufora products DO NOT CONTAIN Mineral Oil, Petrolatum, 
Parabens, Artificially Derived Colorants or Fragrances.

Eufora ingredients are evaluated on 3 KEY IMPACT FACTORS:
Ecologically Correct, Socially Fair, Economically Fair Trade.

Our goal is to always be a positive contributor
to the global community.
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